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By Neil Unmack 

LONDON, April 6 (Reuters Breakingviews) - When Hitachi 6501.T bought two businesses from Italian 

engineering group Finmeccanica SIFI.MI last year, it looked like a welcome sign that Italy had opened 

its corporate portcullis to foreign investors. What the Japanese conglomerate probably didn’t expect 

was to end up snared in a feud with hedge funds. The funds say Hitachi can pay more. It looks like 

they are right. 

Hitachi paid Finmeccanica 760 million euros for a 40 percent stake in listed signaling firm Ansaldo 

STS.MI in 2015, and then offered to buy out the rest. Many minority investors stood fast. Hedge fund 

Amber Capital claims Hitachi underpaid for Ansaldo, but simultaneously overpaid for a 

Finmeccanica’s loss-making Breda subsidiary – resulting in minorities being offered less than they 

deserve. Elliott Advisors also wants a higher offer, and has amassed a near 29 percent stake in 

Ansaldo. 

Hitachi has called the funds’ bluff. It has nudged its stake over 50 percent, and stopped there. The 

catch is that it can’t then crunch Ansaldo together with the rest of the Italian business. 

The Japanese group could pay this problem away, by handing over to minorities some of the savings 

it could get for taking Ansaldo private. The closest comparable deal is Siemens’ acquisition of 

Invensys, which extracted synergies of roughly 10 percent of the target’s sales. In this case, there is 

less overlap. A conservative estimate of the savings could be around 4 percent of Ansaldo’s revenue. 

Even that would still be quite a bit of firepower. It would imply pre-tax savings of 58 million euros. 

Tax and discount them at 10 percent a year, and their present value is around 395 million euros. 

Assuming Hitachi’s opening gambit of 9.50 euros a share represents fair value with no synergies, 

potential cost savings could justify an offer of 12.80 euros a share before destroying value. 

The potential downside for investors is that Hitachi may be able to achieve some of those benefits 

even with a listing, and leave the minorities hanging on. They are most likely betting that Hitachi has 

better things to do than bicker with hedge funds. Italy has done a good thing by inviting foreign 

investors in – now foreign hedge funds are helping keep deals on track. 


